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About This Game

Arkaia is an indie first-person adventure game for PC, Mac and Linux. Piece together an original and epic story while solving
puzzles and exploring an interesting and fantastical environment.

Arkaia is planned to be released in an episodic manner, starting with "The Enigmatic Isle" and eventually at least two more
chapters in order to complete the story.

Arkaia is really a love letter to the Myst games that we hold very dear. Myst and its sequels set the standard for immersive,
challenging experiences, and we will never forget the feeling of exploring those Ages! So we decided to make an homage to

those amazing games, while presenting a fresh new narrative that is sure to hook you.

So come into the world of Arkaia, and feel free to look around…
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Title: Arkaia: The Enigmatic Isle
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Painted Sky Studios
Publisher:
Painted Sky Studios
Release Date: 29 Sep, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7

Processor: 2.5 GHz - Dual Core

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: 512MB GPU

Storage: 2 GB available space

English
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Caught this on sale for like 2 bucks, watched the trailer and picked it up. If youre too stupid to watch the traile "Funk of Titans"
is a "runner" type game with an absurd Funk themed version of ancient Greece. I had fun with it, and likely would have had just
as much ful at the regular price. controls were smooth, controller support was good, and generally just fun and easy to pick up
like a good casual game should be with a decent amount of rather silly unlockables. Totally worth my money.. Very nice game.
Oldschool. And fun.. I love this hero but he can\u00b4t attack and he can have a 2 pets. Something different, difficult controls,
a bit of a laugh, wouldn't recommend.. Funny. Crazy. Dub yah tee heff.
Splendiferously humurous.

Takes a differnt kind of fellow to finish it, but yeah. Fun.. Again costs \u00a33 to purchase, it's not worth, not buying it. If
they're having a sale and this loco is on discount, you'd have to be daft, not to try it... Drive this regular from Preston to
Glasgow.

*Please note, this loco does not have a passenger view*. Nice point & click game, totally recommended!. Oh, I have to buy two
other DLCs to get all the megastructures, even though this is the megastructure dlc? Neato!. Cute little promising game. It would
be better with updates of course.
But i can say that it worths what it costs.. The game exe is literally Forklift of Death when you activate the Hell's Warehouse
DLC.

100/10
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I found this VN to be rather enjoyable. It was nothing unique or groundbreaking but a fun way to kill a little bit of time. The
soundtrack was nice, graphics were interesting (I liked the character designs), and some nice easy achievements. Plus it's free! :)
Took me about a half hour to play through but want to go back through and try some different options at some point. Looking
forward to the next installment.. They didn't lie when they said it had a very Legend of Zelda feel, and the soundtrack is
fantastic.
It's a fun game, especially considering it came from a band and not actual game developers.. A decent game, although it is short
and the story could have been a little more thought out. It feels like a Nancy Drew game in a world of Sherlock Holmes. It's not
boring, but it is kinda junior. Interesting mechanics. Worth the play, but I would get it on sale.. A sloppy attempt at making
something looking/feeling like Hotline Miami as much as possible - sadly doesn't even come close to the masterpiece HM saga
is. Admirable surely, considering how small the Dev team is (couple of people afaik), it looks like it could have potential if the
budget was higher and the team a bit bigger. The OST is average and there's way too little variety (there's less than 10 songs if
i'm not mistaken, and they're used multiple times). Finally on a scale to 10 this deserves not more than a 5 out of 10, even
because the price tag is a bit exaggerated considering all the facts, but i like to support these devs, so i feel like recommending
this, especially to Hotline Miami lovers, who, undoubtedly, will enjoy this enough despite the frustrating flaws and the lacks the
gameplay presents.. https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=Qj8zUfuCgCI

\tMechs & Mercs: Black Talons is a tactical strategy RTS. The story
is simplistic, with most of it centering around going to different planets
to accomplish missions. There isn't really anything leading you through the
game to make you feel connected, more like separate skirmish missions

\tYou can buy different types of units through the mech dealer and
mercenary dealer on your ship. The design is focused more on the mercenary
feel, but they sacrificed RTS elements by basing the squads on destruction
rather than building bases and summoning troops element.

\tYou spend anywhere from 30-60 minutes per mission. Overall I found
this game to lack in balance. It doesn't respect your time; as a group of
mercenaries, you are fighting against an army. There is no save during battle,
and after putting all this time into the battle, the continuous flood of
enemies can turn the tide so quickly that you can go from almost winning to
complete loss in seconds. The turrets that you have to use can be
destroyed easily, and there is no option for repairing them.

\tThere is no advantage to playing as a mercenary; the enemy has
superior, neverending numbers, and you are given no tactical, tecnological,
or weapons advantage. There is no gaining or holding ground, as you are
constantly having to retreat to heal up your troops.

\tThe maps all feel the same. The interface is sloppy, not providing
any information to the health status of the enemy troops. Where you have
four of one particular unit, the enemy will have 20, with more waiting in the
wings. I did not enjoy my time playing this. I found it to be a giant
waste of time.

This is a summary of my review video, which I encourage you to watch if you are looking for a more in-depth review.

Thanks for your viewership and support; for more videos click here:
http:\/\/www.youtube.com\/user\/SocioPyscho
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